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as neither side would give way over the two points involved, it was decided
to draw up a treaty embodying the first three points only, and to send an
embassy to the Shah to inform him of the situation. Abdu 1-Baqi Khan
agreed to accept the treaty thus truncated, subject to its being confirmed
by his sovereign, and he and the Turkish representatives signed it on the
28th September. On the iyth October, 'Abdu'1-Baqi Khan, Abu'l-
Qasim Kashani and 'Ali Akbar were invited to a meeting of the Council,
where they were officially given the treaty. In the preamble Nadir was
officially recognised as Shah ; then followed three articles each dealing
with one of the three points on which agreement had been reached ; lastly,,
it was provided, in an annexe, that the frontiers between the two powers
were to be identical with those laid down in the treaty of Zuhab of the
yth May, 1639.*
The state of war between Persia and Turkey was thus officiallysuspended,
pending a solution of the religious difficulties and the receipt of Nadir's
views.
When 'Abdu'1-Baqi Khan returned to Persia, the Porte dispatched
at the same time, as its Ambassador, Mustafa Beg, together with Masifczada
'Abdullah Efendi and the Qadi of Adrianople to assist him on the religious
questions.2 The Turkish embassy left Constantinople on the 23rd
November, 1736, and was followed the next day by ^Abdu'1-Baqi Khan
and his suite.' The results achieved by this Turkish mission will be
described in Chapter XI.
Whilst the Turco-Persian peace negotiations were in progress, the
Russo-Turkish situation steadily deteriorated. War between the two
powers had been practically inevitable ever since the march of Qaplan
Girai to DagHstan and Leontov's invasion of the Crimea. At Constanti-
nople the situation was aggravated by the efforts of the French Ambassador
to incite Turkey to attack Russia. On the Russian side, the repeated
urgings of Nepluiev and Veshniakov to their Government to attack " the
barbarians" when they were, apparently, being forced to their knees by-
Nadir, more than counteracted the moderating influence which the
British, Austrian and Saxon Ministers at St. Petersburg strove to exert.
When Russia at length decided to go to war, she was no doubt influenced,
by the belief that Nadir would not only make no separate peace, but would
actively co-operate with her against Turkey. Nadir, as has been seen,.
»Von Hammer, Vol. XIV, p. 348. Sir E. Fawkener reported, on the 24th September/5th
October, that the Porte had ordered all persons having Persian slaves in their possession
to deliver them up to the courts of justice in the places where they resided. In the course-
of a month between two and three thousand Persian slaves were given up.
*Von Hammer, Vol. XIV, p. 346.
• See Otter, Vol. I, p. 37; he accompanied 'Abdu'1-Baqi Khan to Persia. The Armenian
Tambouri Aroutine was a member of the Turkish Ambassador's suite (see the Bulletin &*•
I'Institut Egyptian, Cairo, 1914, Vol. VIII, p. 174).

